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EE News and Events
Some of what’s happening in environmental
education in and around the Pacific Northwest

2018 EPA
Environmental
Education Grants
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Region 10, is awarding
$342,000 in environmental education grant funds to local projects
to increase environmental awareness and
stewardship.
Grants are being awarded to the following
organizations:

Columbia Basin Environmental Education Network

Michael Becker Leads Workshop in
British Columbia
Michael Becker, Hood River Middle
School’s innovative teacher and educator,
[see clearingmagazine.org/archives] led two
days of interactive learning for 28 Canadian
educators from across the Columbia Basin to
identify easy ways to start school gardens,
deepen their environmental education, and
explore creative methods of teaching using
local community resources.
Becker emphasized transformative
education instead of transmissive education.
He pushed the idea that projects and inquiry
should be student led, and gave teachers
and educators ways to achieve this. Participants left the workshop ready to implement
transformative education experiences with
their classes, schools and communities.
Environmental educators from around
the world will soon be gathering at the
Spokane Convention Center for the
annual conference of the North American
Association for Environmental Education.
EE: A Force for the Future,
October 10-13, 2018,
will offer a rich variety of
seminars, speakers, and
symposiums on a wide
range of EE topics. The
conference is hosted by E3
Washington.
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Naturaleza Ahora!/Nature Now!
Straub Outdoors is launching Naturaleza Ahora! a new initiative designed to help
Latino students access the outdoors and
learn about natural science. It will be one of
the most important community-based efforts Straub Outdoors has embarked upon
to date.
This multi-year and multi-phase project
will identify the needs and priorities of
Latino students and their families, develop
outdoor programs that are responsive to
those needs, and find innovative ways of
reaching out to Hispanic/Latino members
of our community. The goal is to double the
number of Latino students who participate in outdoor education over the next
three years and help them develop social,
academic and workforce readiness skills
through natural science education . . . in
nature.
For more information, go to the website
at https://strauboutdoors.org/naturalezaahoranature-now/
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University of Alaska, Fairbanks will
receive $85,252 to help Alaska students
understand where their food comes from
(95 percent of their food is imported) and
how growing and eating local fresh food
contributes to environmental stewardship. Students will learn to conduct indoor
hydroponic gardening to grow fresh fruits
and vegetables. They will also perform
school waste management projects in 12
classrooms, involving teachers, students and
their families. The students will also adapt
online 4-H curriculum to reach around 1,500
homeschoolers and independent learners.
Student projects will take place Fairbanks,
Anchorage, Juneau, and Kenai Peninsula
communities.
Children’s Forest of Central Oregon will
receive $95,760 to develop and implement
a watershed education and stewardship
program focusing on spotted frog conservation and river restoration in the Upper
Deschutes watershed. Through after school
clubs, family stewardship programs, classroom activities, communication projects, and
field trips, the program will reach about 800
third- through twelfth-grade students from

Children’s Forest of Central Oregon will receive
$95,760 in EPA environmental education grant funds
to develop and implement a watershed education
and stewardship program focusing on spotted frog
conservation and river restoration in the Upper
Deschutes watershed.
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low-income, rural and underserved communities. The project will also include two
Watershed Summits for 300 students who
will present their projects to other students
and community members.
The Swinomish Indian Tribal Community Environmental Protection Water
Resources Program will receive $60,000 to
develop and implement an environmental
education program to teach the community
about the environmental and cultural importance of water quality in tribal areas. The
program will include a day camp focused
on water conservation education, collecting
water quality data using traditional canoes,
and environmental stewardship projects to
improve water quality. The program will
reach over 900 students and community
members.
Eastern Washington University will
receive $100,000 to work with more than
300 community partners to restore a native
ecosystem and conduct integrated vegetation management in the Palouse Prairie
region. The collaborative project will help
increase public involvement of all ages and
backgrounds in conservation stewardship
through informal education and hands-on
work in prairie restoration. The restoration
will include planting and cultivating 2,000
native plants. Project partners will also promote environmental literacy through a new
environmental science course on restoration
ecology developed for middle schools.
Learn more about EPA’s environmental
education grants: http://www2.epa.gov/
education/environmental-education-eegrants.

University of Alaska, Fairbanks will receive $85,252
in EPA environmental education grant funds to help
Alaska students understand where their food comes
from (95 percent of their food is imported) and how
growing and eating local fresh food contributes to
environmental stewardship.
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The Oregon Coast STEM Hub was awarded funding from Oregon Sea Grant to support
a series of research cruises in 2018 on the Oregon State University research vessel Pacific
Storm. This new program is designed to provide at-sea opportunities for high school,
undergraduate, and graduate students to conduct their own research, as well as work with
OSU researchers on a variety of nearshore research projects. Below is a report from Sonora
Meiling, an OSU undergraduate student who used this opportunity to gather data for her
research question about the use of zinc anodes in crab pots:
pots with and without zinc.

High School Students
Help OSU Undergraduate
With Her Research
by Sonora Meiling

G

enerally, commercial crabbing boats
along the Oregon coast put zinc
anodes in their crab pots not only to
alleviate corrosion issues, but also because
of a long held belief that if they don’t,
they won’t catch any crabs. Speaking to
captains of commercial crab boats from
the Newport area, they reported that
crabs are deterred from pots without zinc
anodes by the heat and charge generated
by the corroding steel. A year ago, I
looked into the scientific findings behind
this, and found none. When added to
the crab pots, the positive charge of the
sacrificial zinc anodes ground the pot,
creating a neutral charge. So I decided
to set up preliminary lab trials in which
crabs were given a choice of bait in a steel
ring with or without zinc. To my surprise,
there were a significant amount of crabs
that chose the ring with zinc.
To further investigate this phenomena,
during the 2017-2018 crabbing season
I went out on the F/V Winona J, a
renowned commercial fishing boat on
the Oregon coast, and also on the OSU
research vessel, the Pacific Storm. On
the Winona J, I simply observed the
deckhands work and recorded data from
the few pots that they had removed the
zinc from. On the Pacific Storm, I was able
to collect my most valuable data yet. Over
the course of a week, I went out to sea on
three day trips in which I deployed paired
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The first day we deployed all of the
pots at two different depths and two
different longitudinal locations. Three
days later, I was joined by juniors from
Toledo High School to retrieve and
redeploy the pots. Once on board, the
students determined the sex, counted, and
measured the carapace width of the crabs.
Some already knew how to determine
the sex of the crabs, and the ones who
hadn’t, quickly learned. With three roles
(recorder, crab holder and crab measurer),
every student was able to participate in
a job they were comfortable with. They
did an awesome job recording data and
interpreted, without provocation, there
to be no difference in abundance of crabs
between the pots.
The second day of data collection, I was
joined by juniors from the IB Biology class
at Newport High School. Unfortunately,
there were only three students healthy
enough to help out. Fortunately, these
select few were eager to dive into the pots.
One student had clearly handled crabs
before and was able to determine their sex
on their own. Another student helping was
promptly able to sex the crabs on her own
once I showed her a few examples.
I am very grateful for the help with
days at sea through funding from Oregon
Sea Grant and data collection assistance
from the Toledo and Newport high school
students. My hope is that engaging in a real
research project led by someone that they
can relate to who is not much older than
they are, will encourage the high schoolers
to pursue their own research interests.
The Oregon Coast STEM Hub regularly
shares opportunities for students to
participate in STEM experiences. For
example, the Hub is currently recruiting high
school students to participate in a four day
research cruise on OSU’s R/V Oceanus. The
research cruise, which will be led by OSU
researchers who study marine mammals and
plankton, will take place on September 24-27,
2018, departing from Hatfield Marine Science
Center in Newport.
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EE News and Events
Making Waves: OSTA and Oregon
Coast Aquarium Team Up for
a Unique Joint Conference in
Newport

Students from the Olympia
Regional Learning Academy
examine a starfish collected
by Squaxin Island Tribe scuba
divers. Natural resources staff
transported various marine life
to Burfoot Park on Budd Inlet
to share in touch tanks with
a handful of school groups.
The marine animals later were
safely returned to the water.
—from NW Treaty Tribes
Magazine

NW Treaty Tribes Magazine

Curriculum for the Bioregion
moved to Western Washington
University
The Curriculum for the Bioregion initiative supports college and university faculty
as they build sustainability concepts and
place-based learning into a wide array of
undergraduate courses. The project holds
workshops and conferences and shares
teaching and learning approaches in the
online Curriculum for the Bioregion Curriculum Collection housed at the highly
regarded Science Education Resource Center at Carleton College. Founded in 2005
by Jean MacGregor as an initiative of the
Washington Center, Curriculum for the Bioregion recently moved to Western Washington University, where it is now directed by
Dr. Grace Wang, professor of environmental
studies at Huxley College.

South Sound Science
Symposium
October 16, 2018 at the Little Creek
Events Center, in Shelton, WA. This
year’s conference will focus on “Emerging Science on the South Sound.” Educators, students, researchers, agency professionals, elected officials and citizens
all are welcome. South Sound Science
Symposium Website.

SAVE THE DATE!

BEETLES Institute in Oregon

Oregon Green Schools welcomes
Laurel Bates as new Program
Coordinator
Oregon Green Schools has named Laurel Bates as its new Program Coordinator,
replacing Amy Roth, who is moving on the
national recycling work.
Laurel has served as Chair of the Board
of OGS for four years, and has been a
Regional Coordinator in Clackamas County
since 2011.
Page 6

BEETLES (Better Environmental
Education, Teaching, Learning, and
Expertise Sharing) Institute will bring
together leaders of outdoor school programs from across Oregon for a week of
professional learning, expertise sharing,
community building, discussions, and
thoughtful reflection.
This Institute is a rich experience,
and a unique opportunity to meet with
other leaders and discuss ideas for how
to make your program the best it can
be. More information and applications
are coming soon: http://onrep.forestry.
oregonstate.edu/workshops

On October 12-13, Newport Middle
School will host the Making Waves Conference: Bringing 3D Teaching and Learning
Ashore for All Students. This will be the
first joint conference between OSTA and
Oregon Coast Aquarium, and we anticipate
that it will provide a wealth
of new resources and networking opportunities for all participants.
Coastal teachers will learn from experts
from across the state who don’t usually get
to this rural part of the coast. They will also
have the option to participate in OSTA’s
many additional conference activities, such
as an Exhibitor’s Hall, extended field trips,
networking sessions, and “deep
dive” half-day
workshops.
Meanwhile,
inland educators will gain opportunities
to learn about coastal issues right where
they’re happening, directly from the stakeholders involved. They’ll also learn how to
incorporate these issues into their classroom
curriculum, regardless of where they teach.
Our coastal ecosystems – and our way
of life – are under threat from pollution,
over-fishing, coastline development, and
other human activities. Better understanding of the ocean is vital in resolving these
complex and critical issues. And today’s
students will learn best from teachers who
are invested in, and knowledgeable about,
these issues themselves.
By connecting teachers to Oregon’s
incredible ecosystems and the people who
work there, we can create the next generation of science-literate citizens able to
understanding the complex issues involved
in managing natural resources.This year’s
Making Waves conference will give participants the tools and the confidence to lead
their students in examining and addressing
these critical issues, at home and beyond.

The workshop will be held March
3rd - 8th, 2019.
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Oregon underwater
robotics competition
connects students with
marine technology in
the Pacific Northwest
Oregon Sea Grant issued a challenge to students: Design and build an
underwater robot that can locate the
wreckage of an airplane, deploy equipment to monitor earthquakes, and install
renewable energy devices, all of which
would be simulated in the Lincoln City
Community Center pool in April.
The Oregon Regional MATE ROV
competition is an annual event that
encourages students from across the state
to learn and apply science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM) skills as
they develop underwater robots – also
known as remotely operated vehicles
(ROVs). These underwater robots are
used to complete missions based on real
world issues and events.
The competition theme and missions
change each year. Because the international competition will take place near
Seattle, Washington, this year’s contest
will highlight the role ROVs play in the
Pacific Northwest, including activities
that deal with archaeology, seismology
and renewable energy. Through the competition scenario, students learn about
the region’s seismic activity, emerging
renewable energy technology, and rich
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aviation history.
Students also are being exposed to
business practices as they are tasked with
creating mock companies that work together
to “manufacture, market and sell” their
ROVs. This simulated company approach
promotes entrepreneurship and leadership
skills as students manage a project and
budget, brainstorm ideas and engage in
problem solving, prepare reports and marketing materials, and deliver presentations,
all necessary skills for future careers.
The Oregon Regional MATE ROV Competition is supported by Oregon Sea Grant,
the Oregon Coast STEM Hub, Oregon State
University, the MATE Center, the Marine
Technology Society, and the Association for
Unmanned Vehicle Systems International.
Each year, approximately 50 volunteers
serve as divers, scorekeepers, and judges for
the competition, evaluating the students’
ROVs, poster displays and engineering presentations. Volunteers for this year’s competition work as engineers and researchers at
Oregon State University; the Environmental
Protection Agency; the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration; Oregon
Sea Grant; and the Pacific States Marine
Fisheries Commission.
The Oregon Regional MATE ROV Competition is one of 31 regional contests held
around the world that are supported by the
Marine Advanced Technology Education
(MATE) Center.
For more information, contact Tracy
Crews, Regional Coordinator, at tracy.
crews@oregonstate.edu.

www.clearingmagazine.org
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4-H Oregon Season Tracker
Classrooms Train the
Next Generation
of Climate Scientists
Story and photos by Jody Einerson, OSU Extension 4-H Benton County and Oregon Season Tracker statewide coordinator

O

n a sunny fall day in Oregon students are outdoors learning about the new citizen science observation site in their schoolyard. With a
mix of 4th and 5th grade exuberance and the seriousness of adults they are taking on the mission of gathering basic data for a section of
their school yard scientific study and research area. These students are part of the Oregon Season Tracker 4-H classroom program that is
regularly getting them outdoors for real world science. As the teacher explains, this is the first of many data gathering sessions as part of their
yearlong commitment to the program. This real world data will support researchers to gain a better understanding of climate change across
Oregon.
Oregon Season Tracker (OST) 4-H classrooms are a companion to the Oregon State University Extension Oregon Season
Tracker adult citizen science program http://oregonseasontracker.forestry.oregonstate.edu/ . In the adult program, volunteers
are gathering and reporting their observations of precipitation and plant seasonal changes in a statewide effort. Started in 2013
and targeting adults, it quickly became evident to everyone involved that the program had clear applications to outdoor hands-on
“experiential” science learning for students.
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The foundation of the OST program is based on a partnership
between OSU Extension and HJ Andrews Experimental Forest
located in Blue River, near the midpoint of the Cascade Mountain
range https://andrewsforest.oregonstate.edu/ . The Andrews
is a leading center for long term research, and a member of the
National Science Foundation’s Long-Term Ecological Research
(LTER) Program. The 16,000 acre research forest in the McKenzie
river watershed in the Cascade Mountains was established
in 1948, with paired watershed studies and several long-term
monitoring programs initiated soon after. Today, it is jointly
managed by the US Forest Service and OSU for research into
forest and stream ecosystems, and the interactions among
ecological dynamics, physical processes, and forest governance.
Part of the success of the Oregon Season Tracker program
is that we have also collaborated with national programs,
Community Collaborative Rain Hail and Snow Network
(CoCoRaHS) https://www.cocorahs.org/ and National
Phenology Network (NPN) Nature’s Notebook https://www.
usanpn.org/natures_notebook, as well as our local partner. A
key role of our national partners is their ability to collect, manage
and store the data, making it available both to professional and
citizen scientists. This national connection makes sure the data
is available long-term and easily accessible locally as well as
nationally and beyond. Both of our national partners have easy
to use web based visualization tools that allow volunteers and
students to easily look at and interpret data. In the classroom
this means not only are students helping ongoing professional
research, they can also investigate or research their own science
questions using the data of others. Partnering with these national
database sites also allows OST to stretch our resources further,
spending our time and energy supporting the volunteers and
classrooms in our program.

accumulation. Students begin to get a feel for what an inch of
precipitation looks like, both as it falls from the sky and what it
looks like in the gauge. The data collected is then passed on to
another student team that hovers over the classroom computer,
entering it in the national CoCoRaHS website. Data entered by
9:00 am is shared on an interactive map, for any visitor to the
website to view.
The data submitted to the CoCoRaHS website is accessed
and used by meteorologists, hydrologists, water managers,
and researchers. It is also captured daily by the PRISM Climate
Group, one of our local OSU partners. PRISM gathers climate
observations from a wide range of monitoring networks
(including CoCoRaHS), to develop short and long term weather
models that are in turn used by still more groups and agencies
reporting on and studying weather and climate. This is an
important thing for all our adult and student observers to realize:
their data is real, it is important, and it gets used.
So for those students that are worried that their data will just
get lost in the mountains of reports submitted every day, I’d like
to share this experience. This past year, I worked with a teacher
that received an urgent email from the National Weather Service
within a short time after the Monday morning rainfall report
was entered in the database. The Weather Service continuously
monitors for extreme weather, and were checking on the accuracy
of the morning report of over 2 inches of rain. Quick sleuthing
found the students had made an error in submitting their data.
Instead of making a multiday report for the weekend they had
made a single day report. This was an eye opening experience for
the students, not only to realize their data is being used but also

Back at the school, it is 8:30 am and a student team is checking and
recording the level of precipitation for the last 24 hours. The rain gauge
station is set up outside the school entrance and is clearly marked with
a sign explaining what the students are doing. Parents and visitors can
clearly see they are part of the Oregon Season Tracker 4-H program
collecting precipitation and plant phenology data as citizen scientists.
The sign calls attention to their efforts and gives the students a sense of
pride in what they are doing.
Students use a program approved manual rain gauge that is
standardized nationally. They become comfortable reading the
gauge marked out in hundredths of an inch and how to conform
to set data protocols. They learn not to round measurements
for accuracy, to read using the bottom of the meniscus, and
how to deal with an overflow event. All skills that have math
applications for what they are doing. Depending on the grade
of the students these skills are new or a refresher of what they
already know, but important none the less.
Students learned the rain gauge skills at the beginning of
the year in outdoor relay races using Super Soakers to simulate
rainfall in their gauge. Teams vie to see who can get the most
“rainfall” into their gauge. The casual observer might mistake this
activity for recess, but they are having fun learning the needed
math skills. By learning to read the manual gauge to .01 of an inch
they are following the protocols set out by our national partner
CoCoRaHS.
The daily precipitation observations are establishing a piece
of the scientific process. As part of the team approach, the
observations readings are verified before dumping out the day’s
CLEARING Fall 2018

Phenology photo cards help with recording data.

that scientists are depending on them to be accurate.
Monitoring a rain gauge is an easy lesson to expand or extend
into other topics. Students can be challenged to look for weather
patterns by comparing their own station with others across your
county, state, and even the nation. Alternatively, by graphing
daily data or comparing the rainfall data against topographic
maps. These types of observations can challenge students to
see patterns and make connections. This leads to investigating
essential questions such as: how do these weather and climate
patterns play out across the state and how does this effect what
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Oregon 4-H Season Tracker
(continued)

and who lives in these locations?
OST students are also tracking plant phenology or growth
phases over the year. They will be reporting on leaf out,
flowering, fruiting, and leaf drop. By pairing these plant change
observations with the precipitation readings, researchers have a
powerful tool in the study of climate and the role it plays in plant
responses. The OST program has identified eight priority native
plant species that we encourage using if possible. These priority
plants 1) mirror plants studied at the Andrews Forest, 2) have
a large footprint across the state, and 3) are easy to identify. By
targeting this small group of priority plants, we add density to
the data collected making it more useful for our research partners.

Network) are looking for the timing of some distinct phenophases
or plant lifecycle stages. The students concentrate on looking for
leaf bud break, emerging leaves, flowers and buds, fruiting or
seeds, and leaf drop. Nature’s Notebook has defined criteria for
reporting each one of these stages.
We have found students as young as 3rd graders can be
accurate and serious phenology scientists with a progression
of training and understanding. It all starts with being a good
observer, one of those important science skills. We have found
one of the best tools to teach observation is to consistently use a
field journal (e.g., field notebook, science journal, nature journal)
when working outdoors. A field journal is a tool that helps
to focus students and keep them on track, and to differentiate
their outdoor learning time from free time or recess. A simple
composition book works well, is inexpensive, and is sturdy
enough to last through the seasons.
Start with a consistent expectation of what a field journal entry
will include and help students to set this up before they go out
in the field. Page prompts will help younger students focus on
the task. At a minimum, all field journal entries should include
the date, time, weather, and location. Depending on the focus
of the day, have students include sketches, labels, and notes on
colors. Have students include at least one “I wonder” question
they would like to investigate and learn more about. Use the field
journals as a tool to help students focus in on the plant they are
observing for OST, but also encourage them to observe everything
around them. This broader look is what leads students to make
those ecological connections that just may spark their interest in
science and lead to a lifelong study.
Introducing Phenology

Observing fruiting on a common snowberry shrub

Our research partners at the Andrew’s Forest have many longterm studies looking at phenology and climate. They not only
look at plant phenology but intensively study the ecosystem
connections with watersheds, insects and birds. OST phenology
data collected by students and volunteers allow the researchers to
apply their findings and connections on a larger statewide scale.
Back at school, we now shadow a High School class. Students
in an Urban Farm manage and work in a small farm on the school
grounds, growing market vegetables and managing a small
flock of egg laying hens. As part of their Urban Farm, they have
planted a native pollinator buffer strip surrounding their large
market garden. In this pollinator garden, they have planted
vine maple, snowberry and Pacific ninebark, several of the OST
priority plants, which they are observing weekly. They started
their strip by studying the needs of the plants looking at soils,
sunlight, and water needs. They then matched appropriate plants
with their site, found a source and planted their buffer strip.
Adding native plants to their buffer helps to attract and sustain
the native pollinators in their garden. These students carry a field
journal out to the garden and collect phenology data weekly as
one of the garden jobs.
Just like precipitation data, observing and reporting on plant
phenology has a set of protocols that need to be followed to
standardize the data, and ensure accuracy. OST and Nature’s
Notebook (our national partner with the National Phenology
Page 10

As students get comfortable using a field journal we introduce
phenology. Phenology is the study of nature’s seasonal changes,
and a scientist who studies phenology is looking at the timing of
those seasonal changes and the relationship to climate. Although
OST focuses on plant phenology, the observational skills can apply
to wildlife and insects, for example reproduction and migration.
Phenology is an easy observable phenomena that can lead your
science study and help meet Next Generation Science Standards
http://www.nextgenscience.org/resources/phenomena .
We use a fun activity to introduce phenology and help
students focus on what is happening outdoors in the natural
world. Start by having students brainstorm in their field journal
a list of all the things they can remember occurring outside
during their birthday month. They can use plant cues, animal
migrations, weather and light. For example,, “the earliest bud
break has already happened, daffodils are blooming, the daylight
hours become equal to the night hours, and the early bird
migrants have arrived” (March). Once they have their list, pair
them up with someone who does not already know their birthday.
Then have them trade clues to see if they can guess each other’s
birthday month. For younger students you may decide to help
them with a class brainstorm and write the different nature clues on
the board under headings for each month.
Once the student have a good understanding of the concept of
phenology we go outside to start observing. OST has developed
some handy plant phase field cards that have pictures and
definitions for students to refer to and compare as we learn the
phenophases in the field. Nature’s Notebook has printable data
sheets that students can take out in the field to record their data.
We have found that by copying these data sheets at the reduced
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size of 87%, they fit into the composition book field journal and
can be glued in to create a long term record of data at the site.
Documenting Student Learning
Technology also plays a key role when doing citizen science
with your students. Both Nature’s Notebook and CoCoRaHS
have developed easy to use free apps. The versions work with
both Apple and Android devices, so you could use them on

Using technology to create an informational video

phones and tablets as well as entering data online with classroom
computers. We take it one-step further and use the tablets to
document the student learning. Each student team works on
creating an informational video of the project over the school
year. We give them the option of creating a video to train other
students or make a video to communicate their work back to our
partner researchers at the Andrews Forest. This video becomes an

Field journals as an essential piece of your science curriculum

assessment tool for teachers and is something that the students
enjoy. We limit the videos to no more than a three minutes, which
means they need to plan it out well. They spend some of the
slower winter months creating a storyboard, writing scripts,
filming and editing. A 5th grade teacher at Muddy Creek School
CLEARING Fall 2018

said, “The iPads engaged my most distractible students. Also,
everyone was vested in this project because of the fun the iPads
bring to the table. Basically, iPads were a great motivation to
learn the science.” For Apple products, you can download a free
version of iMovie for creating and editing your final product.
There are also free editing apps that can be used on Android
devices. Here is one of our early attempts using a movie trailer
format https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KdNPZp-1Fs
In exchange, “Researcher Mark” (Schulze) from the Andrews
Forest is in a video we created for the students. Walking through
the HJ Andrews Experimental Forest we visit one of the many
phenology plots at the forest. Mark explains how the phenology
plots are scattered across a gradient of elevations at the Andrews.
This allows them to look at plant responses to weather and
climate as well as delving much deeper, making connections
to insects, birds, soils, drought and much, much more. Mark
explains that he is gathering data on some of the very same
species as the students, and looking for the same phenophases.
He takes them on tour of one of the many meteorological stations
at the Andrews to see the many different climate instrumentation
and variables that they are studying. In the end, Mark shares how
valuable their citizen science data is to the future study of climate.
So, what does the Andrews research community hope to
get out of collaborating with OST citizen scientists? With the
wealth of information they are amassing, they are also interested
in seeing if the trends and patterns they are documenting on the
Andrews hold true across the varied landscape of Oregon. There
is no stream of funding that could finance this kind of massive
scientific study except through tapping into the interest and help
of volunteer citizen scientist including teachers and classrooms
across Oregon. In this circular process of interactions between
researchers and volunteers we hope to extend the conversations
about climate science, and document the landscape level changes
for the future.
It is easy to see how the students benefit, both by applying
“real science” outdoors on a regular basis, and their career
exploration as scientists. Teacher’s surveys report taking their
students outdoors to work on science an additional 8 – 12 times
per year because of this program. One Middle School science
teacher says, “A great opportunity to get students collecting ‘real’
or authentic data. Given that the work is from a national source
it also helped students take ownership of their project and feel its
importance.” Students also learn and practice many of the NGSS
standards and science practices working on and experiencing real
world problems, not just reading about it in a text book.
Climate change is a real and sometimes overwhelming
problem for many students, leaving them with a sense of
helplessness. What impresses me the most with the students in
the program is that they come away with a mindset of how they
can have a positive impact in the field of climate science. When
asked what they liked best about this program student surveys
stressed that positive connection, “Helping scientists felt good.”
“That I can make a difference.” “By
helping researcher Mark, it was not
just for fun it was real.” A good step
in building the ecological thinkers and
problem solvers we need for our future.
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Jody Einerson is the OSU Extension 4-H
Benton County and Oregon Season Tracker
statewide coordinator
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A Chance to Make a
Difference:

Tackling Climate Change in a
Middle School Classroom
by Angela Duke
Northwest Expedition Academy
Hayden, Idaho

I

n the days of selfies and social media mania, it is often a
difficult job getting middle schoolers to look up instead of
down. When I first introduced the topic of climate change to
my students, the reactions were mixed. But most importantly,
several heads looked up.
Climate change in the classroom has gained great
momentum and for good reason. What more real of a problem
than the state of our planet? And what better a subject to let
our young people tackle? The environment of the future will
be theirs to live in after all. How powerful is it to empower
students to solve problems that may have always seemed out
of reach or “too big?” Facilitating science-based research on
real world problems empowers students not only through
the skills they acquire from this type of work, but from the
subject knowledge gained. Climate change curriculum in the
classroom also allows students to see how much of a difference
they can make, not only on their school campus but in their
larger community as well. That makes the work important.
Investigating climate change, understanding human activities
that contribute to climate change, and formulating strategies to
slow climate change also cultivates environmental literacy.
At first, I was intimidated. Climate change is such a huge
topic with so many different avenues and tangents to get lost
in. Then I happened upon Green Ninja - the climate-action
superhero. This discovery immediately took me back to my
own childhood, watching episodes of Captain Planet, an
environmental superhero in his own time. I was instantly
intrigued. Green Ninja (www.greenninja.org) is a middle
school curriculum that focuses on helping students design a
more sustainable world. Each grade level (grade six through
eight) consists of six units. Each unit is centered around a
series of phenomena and central storyline that seamlessly
blends topics together in ways that make sense. The units
use elements of project-based learning to bring the content
to students in engaging and entertaining ways. For example,
embedded in the curriculum is access to animation and liveaction videos that introduce and reinforce topics of study.
My students also enjoyed playing the environmentallythemed video game which is used to hook students and get
them to interact with a serious topic, the effects of humanreleased carbon ithen our atmosphere, in a low-stress setting.
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And all the while they are learning. Everybody loves a hero, as
the saying goes, and Green Ninja is no exception. Green Ninja
gives students access to points of change in a way that is not
overwhelming. His appearance is familiar and friendly, which
allows students to focus on what is being said and the main
lesson to be learned from each video.
When it came to prior knowledge, my students all knew the
“what” of climate change: what to do, what not to do, what was
better and what was worse. The three “Rs” of “reduce, reuse,
and recycle” came up a lot. What stopped them in their tracks
is when I asked, “Why should we take action? Why should we
reduce, recycle, and reuse? Why do people think solar is better?
Why do people think it’s better to buy a hybrid or full electric
vehicle?” There were lots of shoulder shrugs. Then came the
answer I’m sure we’ve all heard, “because they said it was
better.” The all-encompassing “they.” “They” are usually the
source of most misconceptions. The majority of my students’
misconceptions revolved around the difference between
weather and climate. I knew there was a whole unit in Green
Ninja on that topic so when we got there, we dug in. I made
sure students had time to access prior knowledge and allowed
them time to journal I before each subtopic. I also frequently
built in time for them to look back through and reflect on
any changes in their thinking that happened. I wanted their
understanding and interpretation to be natural and their own
discovery.
If I had to choose one series of lessons that I believe made
the strongest impact on my students, it would have to be those
surrounding our carbon footprint. There are several websites,
such as Green Ninja, that give free access to videos that can be
used as a starting point to a unit or subtopic. In one instance, I
used the Green Ninja video entitled, “Footprint Renovation.”
You can see it here: greenninja.org/Green_Ninja_Show/31.
In this video, an average homeowner awakens to find that his
feet are swelling in size. The viewer is shown several areas
in the house that could use some eco-friendly renovation.
For example, the window is open and the heat is on. All of
the homeowner’s electronics have been left on. There is no
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recycling or compost bin and the garbage is overflowing. Our
superhero, Green Ninja, arrives to save the day (well, in this
case, the night) and there is a direct visual correlation between
the renovations being made and the decrease of swelling in
the homeowner’s feet. I used this as an entry event to a new
unit and followed the video with partner talk around a simple
open-ended question, “What was that all about?” I remember
the room bursting into conversation. Each table of students
talking about what they saw, what they liked and what it could
possibly mean. I had them hooked.
Later on, in that same unit, my students collected energyuse data from their own homes over one four-week period.
Then they designed an energy reduction plan for their
household. After they worked with their family to implement
the plan, they collected data again over another four-week
collection period to measure their reduction in energy use.
But I didn’t want to stop there. I wanted my students to
continue climbing the environmental literacy ladder and
move from awareness to knowledge to attitude to skills to
collective action. I combined portions from a few different
lessons from the TeachEngineering website (https://www.
teachengineering.org/) to put together a research assignment
where students collaboratively collected current data on factors
that influence our carbon footprint, such as transportation
choices, appliance choices, and food choices. I wanted to grow
students’ environmental literacy and know it starts on an
individual level, so I asked each student to decide on a factor
that was of the most interest to them. Students were then given
time to research this factor and gather as much data as they
could. While they conducted their research, I used this time
as a benchmark of learning and formative assessment and
checked in with them, “Can you explain why you chose the
factor you did? Do you understand the assignment? Do you
know where to search for the data you need?”
Once our research block was over, I asked them to put
themselves together into groups of four with those with the
same factor. Another component of environmental literacy is to
make educated decisions as a group. So here, students worked
collaboratively to synthesize their individual research into one
combined and complete presentation. This presentation was
their first graded assessment.
I could have stopped there. But another important
component of environmental literacy is to share knowledge
with others. To satisfy this, each group was asked to present
their new knowledge and findings to two different audiences.
Their first audience were third graders who were also learning
about making good environmental choices. I used these
presentations as a benchmark, and formative assessment, of
their learning. Groups had to know their content well since,
because of the audience’s age, my students could not just read
lines of data or pages of facts. Some groups made posters and
others brought in props. Still other groups wrote fictional
stories with the new information embedded.
The students’ second audience was adults. Their
presentation to adults had to not only contain research data
and facts but also real, logical, feasible solutions to lowering
carbon footprints. They were given choice as to how they
CLEARING Fall 2018

would present; posters, Google slideshows, speeches with
artifacts or even Powtoons (a platform to make your own
digital video or presentation). This presentation was their
second and final graded assessment. To ensure students knew
what to expect and what they’d be graded on, I borrowed
from rubrics from Buck Institute for Education (bie.org). They
specialize in project-based learning. The rubrics can be daunting
if you’ve never used them before but it’s easy enough to adapt
them to your students and your projects.
Tackling climate change in the classroom was new to me. It
was not easy. But one of my biggest tips to other educators is to
remember it’s okay to try something new and not know it one
hundred percent. Just as we give our students time to improve
on their skills, we also need to give ourselves time to improve
our skills. Sometimes that means jumping in with both feet and
taking on problems as they come. Not everything is going to go
right, but that’s O.K. What a learning experience it will be!
At the end of the year, we reflected on what we had
accomplished. I had my students reflect individually in their
science notebooks about their contributions to the project
and how they felt it went overall. With their project groups,
they reflected on their performance as a team, how it went
and improvements they would make next time. Finally, as a
whole class, we debriefed the entire experience and what was
enjoyable and what was not.
Did I feel my students had an engaging experience?
Absolutely! Heck, I had an engaging experience! Did my
students feel they had an engaging experience? Definitely. In the
end, out of the ninety students I taught that year, about twenty
students demonstrated they were committed to continuing to
take action to lower their carbon footprints. And while I would
be lying if I didn’t say I hoped to get through to many more, I
remembered to practice what I preach and take the advice I often
give students, “If we each do something small, together we can
do something big.” So this year it was twenty students, but next
time around it might be thirty. Knowledge is contagious. Even a
small number of students changing their actions and leading by
example still equals a big win for the planet!
Angela Duke is a fifth-grade teacher at
Northwest Expedition Academy in Hayden,
Idaho. She previously taught sixth grade
Language Arts and Science for seven years in
San Jose, California. She enjoys participating in
as many outdoor activities as she can with her
husband and three children. She is passionate
about project-based learning and strives to
give her students as many hands-on experiences as possible. Her goal
every year is to develop her class’ growth mindset and take the away
stigma of science being “too hard”. She enjoys developing new fun and
engaging curriculum and sharing her experiences with others.
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EPA honors students
for outstanding
leadership and
environmental
achievements

Environmental Youth Awards.
“We’re proud to honor these inspiring young leaders who are engaging their
communities to help solve environmental
challenges and create a more sustainable
future,” said EPA Regional Administrator
Chris Hladick. “These students are making
a real difference with far-reaching impacts
through reducing and recycling waste,
improving local air quality,
protecting our oceans, and
teaching younger students
the importance of environmental stewardship.”

Save Our Ocean from Plastic - St. Mary
Magdalen School, Everett, Washington
Mrs. Tyndall’s after-school environmental science class launched the “Save Our
Ocean from Plastic” project to reduce plastic
ocean pollution impacts to marine animals.
They researched and spoke with scientists
to learn about the marine health effects of

Award winners and honorable mentions in Alaska
and Washington:

Make Soil Not Smoke Virginia Grainger Elementary School, Okanogan,
Washington
Mr. Anderson’s first
grade class created a school
garden and soon discovStudents from St. Mary Magdalen School, Everett, Washington, created
ered that they could help
their community transform the Save Our Ocean from Plastic project to reduce plastic ocean pollution
impacts to marine animals. 2018 PEYA award Honorable Mention.
leaf burning piles into
he U.S. Environmental Protection
useful garden compost.
Agency is honoring students and teachThe students learned
plastic pollution and potential solutions. To
ers in Everett, Okanogan and Sammamish,
that by composting leaf piles rather than
encourage people to reduce single use plasWashington and in Kenai, Alaska for their
burning them, the community could avoid
tics, they created fliers, kid’s coloring pages,
work to protect the environment and prounnecessary waste and harmful smoke
large canvas paintings to use in community
mote sustainability in their communities.
pollution in their air each fall. Their “Make
spaces, and visited local shops to make sure
The students are among youth across the
Soil Not Smoke” project quickly expanded
they had recycling bins for plastics. They
U.S. recognized in this year’s President’s
into the community as the students shared
made presentations to the Mayor’s office,
the benefits of composting, not
City Council, and other groups to promote
burning, leaves. They also received
reducing single use plastics through a new
donations of horse manure, straw,
reusable bag ordinance. The students are
hay and apple cores from local
creating a cloth snack bag to encourage
ranchers, a grant to buy worms
students to reduce plastics use, carry reusfor vermicomposting, and kidable water bottles, and pick up discarded
sized garden tools donated by the
plastics and other trash. They are working
Colville Indian Tribe. In just one
to launch a school ecology club to continue
year, they created over 200 cubic
the “Save Our Ocean from Plastic” project.
yards of garden compost. Now
in 3rd grade, they are increasing
Operation Sustain - Sammamish WA
“Make Soil Not Smoke” awareness
Six high school students launched Operwith demonstrations, a parade
ation Sustain to help inspire environmental
float, and booths at street fairs and
stewardship in younger students. Through
farmers markets.
an idea sparked by their environmental
science classes at their STEM (science,
technology, engineering, math) high school,
they created a video game to help educate
2018 PEYA ceremony in Washington DC. EPA Acting
elementary students about environmenAdministrator Wheeler with award-winning students from
tal issues and promote STEM education.
Virginia Grainger Elementary School, Okanogan, Washington.
Operation Sustain is a video game for 3rd

Students in Okanogan,
Everett, Sammamish, Kenai
are improving air quality
and ocean health, teaching
sustainability, and creating
rural recycling programs

T
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donated trailer, and built
a portable sorting station
to make it easier to sort
the recyclables. He traveled to many area events,
making it much easier for
event organizers to recycle
and reduce waste that
would otherwise be sent to
a landfill. His “The More
You Care, The More You
Recycle” project is now
run by a local non-profit
organization.
The President’s Environmental Youth Awards
High school students in Sammamish Washington created Operation
are administered by EPA’s
Sustain, a video game for 3rd to 5th grade students that challenges
Office of Environmental
them to build a sustainable city and learn about environmental issues.
Education. Since 1971, the
PEYA 2018 Honorable Mention.
President has joined with
EPA to recognize young
people who work to protect our nation’s
to 5th grade students that challenges them
air, water, land, and ecology. It is one of the
to build a sustainable city and learn the
most important ways that EPA and the Adimpacts of making decisions on everything
ministration demonstrate commitment to
from household water and energy use to
environmental stewardship efforts created
transportation and farming. Through trial
and conducted by our nation’s youth.
and error, students learn to think about
large-scale solutions for sustainable develMore information about the President’s
opment and how the choices they make
Environmental Youth Awards: https://www.epa.
can positively impact their community. The
gov/education/presidents-environmental-youthteam developed teacher handbooks and
award.
class curriculum and are working with the
state superintendent to expand the program
for all 5th graders.

Explore Together
LEARNING & LODGING
HIKING · ART · CANOEING
FAMILY & YOUTH PROGRAMS
SKAGIT TOURS
CONFERENCE FACILITIES
north cascades institute

The More You Care, The More You Recycle - Robert McGinnis, Kenai, Alaska

ncascades.org

Student Robert McGinnis formed a
nonprofit organization and recycling business “The More You Care, The More You
Recycle” to boost recycling at events on the
Kenai Peninsula. Inspired by his volunteer
work at the Kenai Fair and other public
events, he discovered how difficult and
expensive it can be for event organizers to
collect and deliver recyclable items to the
transfer station. To solve this problem, he
created a mobile recycling system to collect
and transport recyclables to the transfer
station, at low or no cost to event organizers. He garnered sponsorship support, a
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CLEARING:
20 Great
Activities
to Develop
Eco-Literacy
How can learning be fun
and interesting? How can
we rekindle appreciation of
nature?

by Chris Helander

T

Student Robert McGinnis formed a nonprofit
organization and recycling business The More
You Care, The More You Recycle to boost
recycling at events on the Kenai Peninsula in
Alaska. 2018 PEYA Honorable Mention.
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here are many people who
say our current model for
learning is ineffectual. Parents and
educators are asking how do you reach
young people who seem apathetic and
unmotivated to learn. In old cultures
before schools, books, and grades; people
learned by being mentored. Using stories, ceremony, games, and survival skills
everyone and everything was a teacher.
In the modern model of education learning is force fed, sitting in chairs, listening
to an adult spouting out information to
be memorized. Modern children learning
this way are trained to get their knowledge by memorization of someone elseís
knowledge. They do not learn how to
develop the questioning mind or follow
their hearts to learn from their own
experiences.

have never sat in a classroom, they donít
read or write yet they use far more of
their brain than the modern educated
person. In aboriginal cultures not only
the parents and extended family of the
community are the mentors but nature
itself is understood as a powerful and
inﬁnitely wise teacher. By observing
nature we learn from the tress, from
the animals, and from the birds. In our
modern culture we learn almost exclusively from books, and lecture, while our
We have all heard about the studyoung people are
ies done on
more inclined to
the modern
For the questioning mind learning learn from T.V.
human brain
which show
never concludes because it is an
At Coyote’s
we only use
endless journey with an inﬁnite Path Wilderness
10% of our
School one of the
brains. Recent
number of destinations.
skills we mentor
studies show
to others is the art
an alarmof survival skills. When I ﬁrst began
ing further decrease to between 5% and
to teach, I taught as I had been taught
7% thinking power. Could it be due to
in school. This was the “show and
getting our information almost entirely
tell” what I knew about survival skills
through visually focused stimulation?
method. One of my mentors, Jon Young
These same studies done on people livof Wilderness Awareness School, in his
ing in aboriginal cultures demonstrated
Art of Mentoring workshop, calls it the
brain use at 60% and up to 70% in the
“drag and brag” style of teaching. After
healers and trackers. Could it be due to
I had taken his workshop I asked Jon
using all their senses to get information
to come to Portland to teach a weekend
about their world, which means using
of nature skills at Oxbow Park. I was at
all of their brain to learn? These people
my teaching station telling my students
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everything I knew about the Cedar Tree.
Jon walked by, stopped and listened
for awhile and then asked me “Are
you asking them lots of questions?” I
answered yes, but after he smiled and
walked away I realized I had only asked
a few questions of my students. I was
deep in teacher “show and tell” mode.
Giving answers even before I was asked
a question. How much more meaningful would the experience have been if I
had them ﬁnd the answers by saying the
following:
Everyone come over to this tree and
smell the branches.
Now smell the bark.

Which one smells stronger?

Has anyone ever smelled this tree
before?

Why do people put it in their closets?

Do you think that works in the woods
too?
So what could you use this for in the
woods?
How could you use it in a shelter?
Could you put it on your skin?
Go ahead rub a little bit of it between
your ﬁngers?

0AGE 

360.854.2599

Sign up for the
monthly E-newsletter
from CLEARING.
Stay in touch with
the latest stories,
resources, and ideas
in environmental
education!
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NatureBridge Takes the
Classroom Outdoors:
Inspires Teachers and Students
Through Discovery

“The future will belong to the
nature smart… the more hightech we become, the more nature
we need.”
– Richard Louv, author of “Last Child in the Woods,
Saving Our Children from Nature-Deficit Disorder’’
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by Karen West for NatureBridge

J

eff Glaser stood at the base of Madison Creek Falls in Olympic
National Park, taking in the beauty of the water cascading 76
feet. As he hiked back toward the Elwha River, he recalled his
nature-filled childhood, packed with camping, hiking and fishing
trips throughout the Pacific Northwest.
He couldn’t help comparing the wilderness adventures of
his youth to experiences of today’s generation, many of whom
are growing up in an over-scheduled, technology bubble. “I
love getting my students off their devices and into the natural
environment where they can breathe, stretch and grow,’’ says
Glaser, who teaches sixth grade math, science and religion at St.
Louise School in Bellevue, Wa.
Glaser was one of more than a dozen teachers participating
in a four-day professional development summer workshop at
NatureBridge, an environmental education nonprofit with a
campus in Olympic National Park on the shores of Lake Crescent.
With environmental science at its core, the workshop was an
example of how NatureBridge provides educators with training,
resources and curriculum to help prepare their students to be the
next-generation of environmental stewards.
The teachers from Washington, Oregon, California and New
Jersey spent the week exploring marine and lowland forest
ecosystems in Olympic National Park including the lower Elwha
River watershed. NatureBridge educators, Olympic National Park
assistant superintendent and rangers, and data driven scientists
provided insight into how science, technology, engineering, and
math skills inform decision making and management of this one
million acre park.
In final projects, teachers in the workshop collaborated with
their grade-level peers to submit classroom content for publication
on the National Park Service’s K - 12 education site. Inspired by
his visit to Rialto Beach, Glaser created a lesson plan focused
on marine plastics – Where does the debris come from? What
happens to it? And how much is generated?
“Many kids today don’t have these experiences – some don’t
know their trees or their national parks,’’ says Glaser, whose
parents integrated nature into his life-long learning. “It’s not just
kids who are missing out on nature experiences. As teachers, we
need to step it up and show our students these things.’’
The educational workshop is just one way NatureBridge
collaborates with the national park to inspire teachers and students
through critical-thinking skills, hands-on scientific research and
inquiry-based learning.

“I can’t think of a better way to teach kids about nature,’’
says Stephen Streufert, vice president of education and Pacific
Northwest director at NatureBridge. “By letting kids get their
hands and feet dirty in outdoor classrooms, students acquire a
deeper understanding of their environment and often begin a
lifelong interest in science.’’
Bringing Back the Elwha

Letting Kids Get Their Hands Dirty
Founded in 1971 as Yosemite Institute, NatureBridge serves
over 30,000 young people from more than 700 schools each year
at its six national park campuses: the valleys of Yosemite, the
watersheds of Washington’s Olympic National Park, the peaks of
the Santa Monica Mountains, the marine sanctuary of the Channel
Islands, the coastal hills of the Golden Gate National Recreation
Area and the piedmont forest of Washington, D.C.’s Prince
William Forest.
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No matter what grade level or type of school, many of the
teachers who go through a NatureBridge program all leave with
the same discovery: Kids get excited about environmental science
when they are immersed in a living, outdoor laboratory where
they can become scientists in the field – and not worry about
making mistakes.
“It’s all about discovery,’’ says NatureBridge educator Josh
McLean, during a recent Elwha Exploration Day event. He says
it’s more important for kids to think about and create questions
than answering them correctly, adding that the most rewarding
experiences often come when students are feeling out of their
comfort zone.
“The struggles build our ability to persevere and find new
knowledge,’’ McLean says, throwing in his favorite quote from
poet William Blake who once said, “it’s the crooked paths that are
the paths of genius.’’
NatureBridge offers three- to five-day residential programs
primarily targeting students in grades 4–12. Olympic National
Park is a place where kids and adults aren’t afraid to step in
the mud. Students get to hold slimy salamanders, hike in an
old growth forest or even touch snow for the first time. They
walk across the bottom of what used to be a 60-foot deep
lake conducting experiments like real-world scientists, touch
springboard notches on tree stumps that were cut down 100 years
ago and stand on a 210-foot slab of concrete that once was a dam.

The Elwha Valley, where two dams were removed between
2011 and 2014, is a fertile learning environment for educators and
students. The Elwha River Restoration Project – to date the largest
dam removal in U.S. history – is one of the key areas of study for
students visiting NatureBridge’s Olympic National Park campus.
The $325 million National Park Service project entailed tearing
down the 108-foot Elwha Dam and the nearby, 210-foot Glines
Canyon Dam and restoring the river watershed.
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NatureBridge
(continued)

Over the last several years, NatureBridge students
have literally watched the river be reborn, recording its
long and storied history.
The dams, the first of which was built in 1911, served
their purpose of fueling regional growth by supplying
much-needed electricity for the local timber and fishing
industries. Though state laws required that construction
of any kind allow for fish passage, both dams were
built without it. But in 1992, after years of protest by
many local tribes, lobbying and citizen outcry, Congress
passed the Elwha River Ecosystem and Fisheries
Restoration Act, which authorized dam removals. It
took nearly two decades of bureaucratic wrangling
before deconstruction began in 2011.
Meanwhile, the damage had already been done.
The dams put a 100-year chokehold on migration of
salmon just five miles upstream along the 46 mile river,
disrupted the flow of sediment and wood downstream,
and flooded the historic homelands and cultural sites of the
Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe.
In its heyday, the Elwha River was home to one of the
largest year-round salmon and steelhead runs of any river on
the Olympic Peninsula and supported all five species of Pacific
salmon. “People who were riding their horses up the trail just
upstream from the river couldn’t cross,’’ Pat Crane, a longtime
biologist for the Olympic National Park, told the professional
development workshop teachers as they sat on what used to
be the bottom of Lake Aldwell. “The horses refused to cross the
creek because there were so many pink salmon in the creek.’’
That was in the late 1800s and 1900s, before there was
electricity in Port Angeles and when steamboats were the
region’s primary means of transportation – and before the dams
were built. Back then, Crane estimates an average of 120,000
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salmon came back to the river every year to spawn. “But by the
time we go around to dam removal, we had between 100 and 200.’’
Today, the river, which flows from its headwaters in the
Olympic Mountains to the Strait of Juan de Fuca, is the largest
ecosystem restoration project in the National Park Service history –
unleashing more than 70 miles of salmon habitat.
In September 2014, the first reported sighting of Chinook in the
Elwha River above where the Glines Canyon Dam came down was
confirmed, and they have slowly been returning ever since. In fact,
as Crane was talking with the teachers during their workshop, he
noticed a small stream near the river where dozens of baby salmon
were gathering. “The fish are gambling they will be safe here,’’
Crane told the group. “They are safe for now but if the water dries
up or a heron comes by, they could die.”
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To kickstart the river’s recovery and help manage a century of
accumulated sediment, Forest Service crews are planting 400,000
native plants and more than 5,000 pounds of native seed in the
reservoir basins. But biologists say it could take a generation or
more to heal.
What if We Taught Baseball the Way We Teach Science
Research shows that environmental outdoor education sparks
student interest, helps improve academic performance and builds
confidence. A Stanford University study measuring the impacts
of environmental education for K-12 students showed that
environmental education helps students enhance critical thinking
skills, develop personal growth and increase civic engagement.
An educator in the Stanford study commented: “In my 20 years
of teaching before using the environment-based approach, I heard,
‘Why are we learning this? When are we going to finish?’ And
now when we are out in the field and sorting macroinvertebrates,
for example, I have to make them stop after four hours for lunch.
And then they say, ‘We don’t want to!’”
A recent report from the Kaiser Family Foundation found that
the average eight to 18-year-old American now spends more than
53 hours a week using “entertainment media”, up from 44 hours
five years ago.
“When you think about the pressures of youth today and the
kinds of things they are dealing with their families and teachers,
their primary interface is screens,’’ Streufert recently told a group
of educators, donors and community leaders.“We know that the
average time of kids outside on any given day is about seven
minutes – that includes structured play (soccer practice) and
unstructured play (playing out in the woods).’’
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To illustrate the importance of hands-on learning,
NatureBridge educator McLean recalls the writings of UC Berkeley
professor Alison Gopnik, who believes “children are designed
to be messy and unpredictable, playful and imaginative.” In her
book, The Gardner and the Carpenter, Gopnik asks, “imagine if we
taught baseball the way we teach science.”
McLean says it would go something like this: “In kindergarten
or first grade we might bring a baseball into the classroom. You
could look at it but not touch it—it might be dangerous… And if
you got to the sixth or seventh grade level, now you can roll the
ball across the room or perhaps swing a bat as long as you are
well away from everyone else. In high school, with close, coach
supervision, maybe you have an interview with a famous baseball
player or maybe re-enact a play from sºome famous game. And
it’s not until undergraduate level in college that you play a game
of baseball. If we taught baseball that way, we would expect to see
the same level of success in Little League that we currently see in
our science classrooms – it’s not high.’’
In her book, Gopnik answers her question by saying: “learning
to play baseball doesn’t prepare you to be a baseball player—it
makes you a baseball player.’’
The same is true in environmental education—if you want kids
to learn, to be scientists, to be stewards, you must involve them in
the process. Take them into the woods, show them the rivers, let
them experience the outdoors. These are the moments that will
transform them into scientists. These are the moments that will
inspire them to care for the natural world—not one day, but now.
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Getting to the HeART
of Teaching Marine
Conservation
By Kerry Hynes

“I don’t understand. This is too hard. Why
are we learning this?” These are just a few of
the phrases that I hear in my classroom that
force me to stop, take a deep breath, and remind
myself that, yes, I am going to get through this
lesson. As a teacher in 2018, I know that I’m
not alone in feeling this way.

E

very single day, educators take on the task of fostering
students’ learning and increasing achievement in a variety
of venues. And guaranteed, as a teacher, every single day
you will come across challenges that make that task even more
difficult than it already is. Limited resources, varied abilities,
language barriers, and disinterest are a few elements that can
deter every effort that you have to teach a strong lesson. It can be
tiresome, frustrating, and downright exasperating when it seems
as if there is no success in sight.
Engagement and Conservation
When I was assigned to teach a conservation and sustainability
themed course this year to elementary school students, I was
plagued with the thought of how I would be able to make the
content accessible for all of my students, especially when they had
never been exposed in depth to these topics. From experience, I
have noted that many students associate negative attitudes with
Page 20

science, which makes sense due to the abstract nature and complex
content of the subject [i]. Effective learners also need projects
that advance their feelings of aptitude, permits them to form
connections with others, gives them a sense of self-sufficiency, and
advances prospects for creativity and self-expression [ii]. In turn,
this can allow for greater engagement, thus creating a student
who will display enthusiasm, effort, commitment to the task, and
concentration. It is vital to guarantee lesson resources that relate to
students’ lives and emphasize ways education can be practical.
Specifically, with regards to science, conservation-based
programs have shown that participating adolescents are able
to develop more moralistic attitudes toward the environment
and increase positive lifestyle changes [iii]. I had the virtuous
voice inside my head reminding me just how meaningful this
sort of course could be in helping my students develop those
environmentally sensitive attitudes, a growth that could be
beneficial in leading them to understand their important role as
stakeholders in conservation efforts. So not only did the content
need to be accessible, but students had to become engaged with
what they were learning in order for it to be applicable and
produce tangible benefits to society. No pressure.
Now the question arose. How was I supposed to take this
increasingly important material and transfer it to not only the
minds, but hearts, of kids, many of whom were English language
learners and students with disabilities? They have as much
of a right and obligation to become global and environmental
citizens. But how do you do that despite these challenges?
The Case for Art and Science
For me, success came with the incorporation of art. I
developed lessons that In order to further develop a sense of
success and allow students opportunities to work in ways in
which they find their strengths, nontraditional forms of teaching
have begun to emerge in the classroom as ways to engage. Multimodal studies, which include art, allow students to engage with
the curriculum in a different way so that they can examine and
make meaning through all types of mediums, including graffiti,
pictures, music, and gestures [iv]. Art can be a supplementary tool
to teaching conservation, in that it allows individuals to become
engaged with visual representations that are not as overwhelming
in the sense of requiring an extensive amount of background
knowledge.
Since emotions also play an integral role in our actions and
everyday deeds, the arts present a way for people to form an
emotional attachment and help reach new audiences and can play
a positive role in changing behaviors that affect the environment
[v]. Mediums such as the visual arts, poetry and music offer a
vehicle to address the public not only on important issues, but in a
way in which it can connect to emotions, beliefs, and attitudes [vi].
Presenting facts alone is less likely to produce a long term outcome
that changes behaviors and outlook on issues [vii], whereas the
incorporation of arts can lead to the long-term retention of retaining
of the content long-term as well as a method to motivate innovation
[viii]. Especially with students who don’t speak English as their first
language, or need alternative pathways to comprehend information,
visuals communicate in a way that words cannot.
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Teaching Marine Conservation
When it came to teaching a unit on the threats surrounding
marine life, I decided to try to use art as one of the main mediums
for conveying information. Despite living in an urban setting,
there are many marine species that live or migrate through the
our waters surrounding the city. Threats such as beach litter, loose
fishing constraints, oil leaks, and improper disposal have been
cited as some of the main causes of marine pollution and litter
[ix]. With marine pollution being increasingly associated with
decreasing aquatic populations, it is imperative that action and
knowledge is increased to save these species.
Being that my school is in an urban setting, many students
didn’t realize the variety of animals that were directly being
impacted by marine litter and pollution only a few miles
away. However,since many visit local beaches during the summer,
as many are visitors at local beaches, I wanted them to understand
the connection that they each have to the issues of marine litter
and pollution. Many tend to bring many items with them such
as coolers, food and beverage, and blankets, which are disposed
or left at the end of their visit on the sand away from trash
receptacles. Any amount of garbage and litter that is left on the
public beaches is detrimental to the wildlife when left to be blown
away or very, very slowly break down. There are many negative
effects of this apathy for the natural world, some of which include
disease, suffocation, infection, and ingestion of plastics and other
types of litter, as well as entanglement in various packaging and
disposed netting [x].
In order to teach about this topic, I formed educational
centers that students were able to rotate to throughout the lesson,
each with a different set of resources that focused on various
subcategories of marine conservation. These centers used various
art forms as the main methods of communication. For example,
political and nonpolitical cartoons were displayed to illuminate the
effects of oil leaks on habitat and seabirds. Paintings depicting the
ocean with tons of man made debris floating around taught about
the physical litter that winds up in the water, as well as the threats
of entanglement, and ingestion. Songs and performance art
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pieces were also shown to educate my students about the dangers
to biodiversity and vast effects that our actions can have on the
environment.
After students learned about threats to marine life, their task
was to create a work of art that would educate the public on the
issues of marine pollution or explain ways in which they could
assist in conservation efforts. Since many of my students are able
to access information more readily (both in terms of engagement
and understanding) through artwork, I decided to have them
communicate the knowledge that they acquired to others through
some of the same mediums. Their task was to create a work of art
that would educate the public on the issues of marine pollution and
litter or explain ways in which they could assist in conservation
efforts. Since that technique was effective in engaging students, I
figured that others who weren’t inclined to go out on their own to
research marine conservation could learn through similar, appealing
methods. And you know what? It worked.
It seems as though art can bring out the heart in science.

Student artwork representing the effects of an oil spill in a
marine environment.
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Poetry as a
Tool for Science
Communication
dig in the snow or sand, climb trees and,
as a result, show you the world from a
beginner’s mind. Children are enchanted
by seeing a deer for the third time that day
because children feel as if they are in the
wild — even in a managed state park —
sharing the same habitat side by side with
that animal.
When you think that children are not
paying attention and are distracted they
will surprise you by noticing the rhythmic
croaking of a frog that you yourself hadn’t
noticed. One student writes:
Birds calling loudly
Frogs are croaking on the shore
Smells are fresh and clean
by Whitney Chandler

F

unding for the arts is continuing to be
reduced year after year. The importance of serving our children’s right
brain has been pushed aside to afford them
lessons in math and science. However, further research has many teachers advocating
for STEM to evolve into STEAM, including
arts in the baseline knowledge that our
students should be receiving in their education.
I recently completed my master’s program at the McCall Outdoor Science School,
an extension of the University of Idaho. My
program focused on environmental education and science communication, during
which I served as an instructor for K-12
students in an outdoor learning environment. For my capstone project, I sought out
to track phenological changes from winter
to spring through my students’ poetry.
Seeing the world through a child’s eyes
is an invaluable gift. It can help to remind
you of the magic and the details that you
miss as an adult. Left to their own devices,
they will explore the undersides of rocks,
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Kids can seem so distracted and distractible, but when asked to hone in and
focus to create a poem about their present
moment, there is a sudden stillness, a quietness that takes over like a morning blanketed in snow. By Emma:
We explore the snow
For the subnivean zone
Finding the critters below
Asking children to work with poetry as
a means to express what they are seeing is
challenging for them. Through my instruction we utilized haiku poems to observe
our surroundings. It required discipline,
math, and deep concentration. Each word
is chosen with intention and purpose when
carefully counting each syllable. A collection of haiku poems were taken from different classes of 6th graders over a four-month
period. It was hypothesized that there
would be a correlation between the recurring themes and the dominate words used
in their poems with the progression of the
winter season as we moved into spring.
Wordclouds can be used to visualize
the frequency that certain words have in
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a word set by displaying the dominating
words in larger font size, while those that
may have only occurred once fade into the
background. Words such as “and,” “the,”
“is,” in addition to others are eliminated
during this process. The goal of this project was to see a transition of dominate
words like “ice” and “snow” to “sun” and
“warmth” through the progression of the
season. The incessant cold weather that is
common in McCall, Idaho from January to
March hindered this result.
To facilitate the poetry sessions, we first
discussed that some people communicate
differently than others. After practicing
exercises communicating without words
and then using storytelling as a means of
communicating science, poetry was then
introduced. They quickly grasped that,
in a three line poem, you can adequately
describe a place or data set that has been
collected. The following is an example of
describing water uptake in trees during the
winter months:
Like straws, water flows
Filling the tree. Help it grow
Shuts off when it knows
There was a distinct difference between
the poems collected during the winter
months and those written in late April
after the sun and spring had decided to
return. The dominating themes and words
between the months of January and March
consisted of the lessons and activities that
had occurred that day. For example:
Fun and exploring
Snowshoeing and hole digging
Eat off bandana
Although the hypothesized results were
not realized, there is a strong shift between
the colder months and when spring finally
sprung in Ponderosa State Park. The poems
written in late April were more tactile and
focused on the connection to place:
Soft fuzzy cattails
Water moving in the breeze
Bugs flying about
However, no matter the time of year, the
students wrote about the lessons they had
observed that day, and the poetry sessions
served as a reflection and way to digest the
CLEARING Fall 2018

science they had been taught during their
time at the McCall Outdoor Science School.
Rocks break in the water
Sand is tiny particles
Made of broken rocks
There seems to have been a disconnect
made between art and science. They tend to
be perceived as separate. However, art can
be used as a way to explain science to those
that think in a non-linear fashion or have
an alternative style of learning. Like taught
to these students, we all communicate
differently. Although the poetry created by
the students does not support the original
hypothesis, it supports the argument that
the fields of art and science are not separate.
What other time would 6th grader Issac
have sat down, noticed aspens in the winter
light, and written:
The eyes of the aspen
Staring down their winter domain
Saving their sunlight

Whitney Chandler
has a master’s in
natural resources
with certificates
in environmental
education and science
communication. She
writes passionately
about nature and
the outdoors, human
connections and relationships, and
nutrition.
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Blooming Culture:
The Canoe as a Vessel for Exploring Cultures

by 2018 Palouse Prairie Charter School 4th Grade Crew,

I

Renée Hill and Brant G. Miller

magine a life with no cars, no planes, no city buses, only
canoes. Imagine you are in Idaho 200 years ago, that you are
surrounded by rivers, and you mainly travel by canoe. For
the indigenous peoples of Idaho and throughout the United
States, the canoe used to be the main means of transportation and
communication. Many tribes around the region, including the
Kalispel, Coeur d’ Alene, and Nez Perce (Nimi´ipuu) of Idaho, have
not built canoes for over one hundred years. For example, up until
2018, the Nimi´ipuu had not made a dugout for one hundred and
thirteen years. The reason for this is that throughout the process of
colonization of indigenous peoples in the 1800s and 1900s, many
tribes were removed from their land and prohibited from practicing
their cultures. For example, their children were taken to boarding
schools and taught that it was bad to live by their cultures, speak
Editor’s note: This article was written by fourth-grade
students at Palouse Prairie Charter School during the spring
of 2018. Students were guided through the process in groups
and this narrative is the product of that work. The teacher
and collaborating faculty from a local university supported
the writing, editing, and revision process. The level of adult
guidance varies in each section. Students wrote this as an
extension of the article “Burning Wisdom: The Canoe as a
Vessel for Learning” published in the Fall 2017 issues of
CLEARING, which documented the previous year’s canoebuilding project with a focus on the curriculum.
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their languages, and build their canoes. The importance of the
traditional canoe for the inhabitants of this land was temporarily
hidden, but it is coming back. By building their traditional canoes
again, indigenous peoples are reclaiming their culture.
In our fourth-grade class at Palouse Prairie Charter School
(PPCS), we spent a semester studying the westward exploration
and expansion of the United States, colonization, the impacts on
indigenous peoples who have inhabited our region’s lands for
centuries, and the cultural revival that is currently happening
through the resurgence of the traditional canoe. During this time,
we spent ten weeks
building a David
“Canoes were our hunting
Thompson style cedar
rigs, our grocery carts,
plank canoe. David
Thompson was the
we rode across the river
first known explorer
to collect berries in them.
to navigate the length
of the Columbia River,
We’re building canoes again
from headwaters to the
now to reclaim part of our
Pacific Ocean. He also
made some of the first
culture.”
maps of the region.
- Standing Red Bear, Nez Perce
David Thompson built
Tribe.
many canoes on his
voyages by combining
European canoe forms
and Indigenous techniques that he learned from peoples he met
along the way. We built our canoe as an example and memory of
the confluence of cultures in our region - the Northwestern United
States.
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The Resurgence of the Traditional Canoe
We are hoping to capture our learning and reflections in this
article. Many texts available to children (and to people in general)
are written from the perspective of settlers. We interviewed
members of tribes in Idaho who are helping build canoes to bring
back their cultures. We interviewed Nathan Piengkham from
the Kalispel tribe, and Standing Red Bear (Gary Dorr) from the
Nez Perce tribe in order to tell you the story from their points of
view. Both Nathan and Gary have been helping people reconnect
to indigenous canoe culture by building canoes together with
their tribal and non-tribal communities. We have included their
stories as part of the learning and reflections that we share in this
article. We have also prepared transcripts of these interviews as
two separate short articles following this one. We hope that their
stories help you see the importance of playing an active role in the
resurgence of the traditional canoe in the Northwestern United
States. We also hope that their stories help you respect people that

might have a different culture than you.
The tribes are bringing back the canoe. And it is having a
very positive impact on their lives. Nathan Piengkham from
the Kalispel Tribe explained, “Instead of turning to drugs and
alcohol or other boring stuff, or instead of leaving the tribe and
going somewhere else, now people can stay home and work with
the canoes. They can learn our Salish Language of the Kalispel
Tribe, and they can learn how to get the natural foods from our
mountains.” As the fourth-grade crew, we are thankful to be part
of this historically significant movement.
This article is a story of how fourth-grade students in Moscow,
Idaho studied the confluence of cultures throughout Idaho’s
history by building a canoe, hand-carving paddles, and actively
participating in the resurgence of the traditional canoe throughout
the Pacific Northwest region. We hope you enjoy seeing our work
and seeing how we went through this process!

How has the confluence of cultures shaped
who we are?
Throughout our semester-long learning expedition, we
studied many topics in order to try to answer one overarching
question. The “guiding question” we started with was “How has
the confluence of cultures shaped who we are?” Throughout our
studies we continually came back to this question to reflect on our
own answers. An important part of figuring out how to answer
this question was understanding what confluence of cultures means.
To explain the meaning of confluence of cultures, we will break
it up into separate words. First, culture is how people live and
interact. Many people have a different understanding of culture.
In our class, we interviewed a handful of our own students to
see what they think culture means. There were various different
viewpoints of culture which include traditions, stories that are
passed down from generation to generation that allow people
to experience the history of their culture, what a person does for
a living, what a person does on a daily basis, what people do
and believe in, and the values we teach, learn, and live by. The
important thing that we agreed on is that we all respect each other
even if we are different.
We diicovered that culture has many layers. The outer layers
are the things that you can see, like clothing, food or language.
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Standing Red Bear, our Nimi´ipuu friend helped build New Medicine, the first
Nimi´ipuu dugout canoe on the Nez Perce Reservation in 113 years. He taught us
about the historical and cultural importance of canoes for native peoples and led
us in ceremony to extend peace and safety to all the people who help carve and
will travel in this canoe.

As you get deeper into the layers the parts of culture get more
meaningful and harder to see, like the social norms we follow, and
our values and beliefs. An example of these layers of culture is
shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1. The layers of culture

Second, a confluence is a place where streams or rivers merge or
flow together.
A confluence of cultures is when cultures meet and merge.
Sometimes when two cultures meet they flow together and
sometimes they clash. Sometimes cultures come together in
perfect balance and sometimes not. We studied the clash of
cultures that occurred between Columbus and the Arawaks, and
between settlers and indigenous peoples during colonization
as the United States expanded its territory westward. We also
studied the flow of cultures that occurred when the Nimi´ipuu
welcomed Lewis and Clark, nursed them back to good health
and showed them the way to the Pacific Ocean. We studied many
examples of the confluence of cultures in Idaho’s history, both
positive and negative. But did you know that we are an example
of the confluence of cultures just by doing this expedition? We
visited the site in Lapwai, Idaho where the Nimi´ipuu were
building their canoe New Medicine, and we also went to the
Lapwai Senior’s Center and to the Lapwai Boys and Girls Club
to spread kindness. Both are real examples of the confluence of
cultures in our lives as fourth graders.
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Blooming Culture

Building a David Thompson-style
cedar plank canoe

The confluence of cultures has shaped our ancestors, our own
personal histories, and continues to shape our lives today. We
spent ten weeks building our canoe as a symbol of the confluence
of cultures in our lives – past, present, and future.

Step 1: The math

(continued)

In building a canoe, the first step is the math. We had to do
some mathematical calculations to see how much wood to buy
and to create a good plan for building. Without doing the math
for the canoe we might have bought the wrong amount of wood,
went over our budget, or wasted resources. We started by making
estimations, which got better the further we got into the process
of building our canoe. Eventually all the measurements added up
and then we were ready to start building it! Here is an example of
how we applied fourth-grade math to calculate how much wood
we would need for the ribs of the canoe.
We knew the canoe would be 22 feet long. We multiplied 22 feet
by 12 inches (because there are 12 inches in one foot) to find that
the canoe would be 264 inches long. We also knew that every four
inches, there would be a two-inch rib and a two-inch open space.
So, we divided 264 inches by 4 inches, to find that we would need
a total of 66 ribs for the canoe. Next, we needed to find the average
length of the ribs in order to decide how much wood we needed
to buy to make the ribs. We used Burning Wisdom, (the canoe that
last year’s fourth-grade crew built) to take some measurements.
We found that Burning Wisdom also had 66 ribs and the average
length of these ribs was 52 inches. Then, we multiplied 66 ribs by 52
inches to find that we would need 3,432 inches of wood for the ribs.
Then, we converted this to linear feet by dividing 3,432 inches by 12
inches to get a total of 286 linear feet. So, we knew we would need
286 linear feet of wood for the ribs.
Step 2: The gunwale
Then we made the gunwale, which is two long planks bent
together to make the top shape of the canoe. The gunwale consists
of inner and outer planks called the inwale and the outwale.
Step 3: The keel
Xander, our canoe-building guide, built the keel board. It
consisted of three small boards glued together and bent into a “C”
like shape. We connected each end of the keel to each end of the
gunwale. This formed the frame of the canoe!
Step 4: The ribs
Then we soaked the rib planks in water so that we could
carefully bend them into the shape of the ribs. We used last year’s
canoe (Burning Wisdom) to bend the ribs over so that we could get
the correct shape of the wood for each rib. Then, we screwed the
end of each rib to the gunwale and the middle of each rib to the
keel so that the ribs would stay in place. Together the ribs, keel
and gunwale are like the skeleton of the canoe.
Step 5: The planks
Next, we built the planks. The planks are like the skin on a
human. The planks are many long, flat pieces of wood covering
the ribs so that water cannot get in while we are paddling in the
river. The planks of the canoe are like the skin on a human.
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Step 6: The fiberglass layer and epoxy
Next, we covered the outside of the canoe with a transparent
fiberglass cloth, covered in epoxy. These layers will help keep
water out of the canoe, but still let us appreciate the wood of our
handmade cedar plank canoe.
Step 7: The name
Giving a name is an important part of welcoming a new canoe
into the canoe family. Our class felt very lucky to help bring
culture and canoes back to the native peoples of the land where
we now live. Every canoe gives a little bit of culture back to the
indigenous peoples in the area, which we took away from them
long ago. As a crew we decided to name our canoe Blooming
Culture because blooming means coming back. Flowers bloom in
the spring, but they are always there as seeds. The tribes were
never really gone and now they are making a huge effort to make
their cultures more visible to tribal and non-tribal peoples. We
should respect their cultures and help them with these efforts.
Blooming Culture will send the message that culture is blooming
again and canoes are helping with that. Our canoe is helping to
bring back culture.

Finally, we were ready to sand. We started by marking with
crayon the places on one side of the paddle that needed to be
sanded. First, we used 60 grit sandpaper to take all the crayon
marks off then repeated the process with 100 grit, then 120, and
lastly 150 grit. We repeated this same process on the other side.
When both sides were smooth and soft, we were done sanding
and ready to decorate our paddles. We used a hand saw to cut off
chunks of wood we didn’t need, like the top of the ribs that stuck
out above the gunwale.

Step 8: Family mottos and paint
After studying how indigenous storytelling reveals culture
and values, we interviewed our family members about our own
family values and culture. We wrote stories with our “family
motto” as the theme, and we each woodburned our family motto
on the inside of the gunwale.
Finally, it was time to paint our canoe. We wanted our canoe
to represent the seven directions in indigenous way of life that our
experts taught us about. We painted our canoe with a medicine
wheel to symbolize how it will carry our greatest hopes to all four
cardinal directions – North, East, South and West. The stripes on the
bottom of the canoe represent the fifth and sixth directions – green
for Earth and blue for Sky. And the children sitting in the middle
paddling the canoe represent the seventh direction – The Center.

The power of the EL Education Model

The paddle making process
Making paddles is an important part of the canoe-building
process. You have to have a paddle to go out on the water in a
canoe. Standing Red Bear told us that Nimi´ipuu children used to
carve paddles while the men did the heavy working with logs to
build the canoes. Similarly, this semester we worked on carving
our paddles while we were waiting to learn a new step to build
our canoe, or for our turn to do a specific job. Each fourth-grade
student hand-carved their own cedar paddle. Together we made
twenty-four paddles. Just like our canoe, all twenty-four of our
paddles also help to bring back culture.
To make our paddles, first we had to find a cedar board that
was about our height from the ground up to our chin. Next, we
measured the distance from our armpit to the tip of our fingers to
find the length of our shaft. Then, we used these measurements
to draw out the shape of our paddle on our board. Then we used
a hand planer and a spokeshave to take off layers and layers of
wood until we liked the weight of the paddle and its general
shape. The hand planer helped with taking off large curls of wood
and rounding the edges. The spokeshave was good for shaving
off smaller layers and with more detailed rounding.
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We decorated the shaft and handle of the paddles by
woodburning quotes with a message about protecting the cultural
and natural resources of the land that native and non-native
peoples share, and the importance of creating a true confluence
of cultures. We collaborated with PPCS seventh-grade students
who painted coastal formline art on the blades to express the
connection between rivers, salmon and orcas, work which was
guided by Samish Nation artists and part of their middle school
spring learning expedition.

Our school, Palouse Prairie Charter School, uses the EL
Education (formerly called Expeditionary Learning) model. In
this model, we balance rigor and joy. This means that we learn
new things, and have fun while meeting Idaho State Education
Standards for Social Studies, Literacy, Art and Humanities, and
Science. The paddles and canoe we built shows how EL Education
encourages us go out into the world, explore new ideas and
work with and for people instead of only sitting at a desk to meet
fourth-grade standards.
Another key component of EL Education are the experts that
teach us and help us with our projects. We want you to know
about the many people who spent their time and energy to help
us in this project. Two experienced canoe builders from Voyages of
Rediscovery, The River School spent ten weeks guiding us through
every step of building our canoe and carving our paddles. Several
additional experienced canoe and paddle wood workers in the
region helped us find better techniques to carve our paddles
and helped us build our canoe. Several regional tribal members
taught us about their cultures, shared stories with us, led us in
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Blooming Culture
(continued)

ceremonies, and joined us in the canoe-building process. Two
experienced storytellers from the University of Idaho taught us
some storytelling techniques. An employee of NRS taught us how
to be safe on the water for our canoe trip. Members of indigenous
canoe families performed a naming ceremony for our canoe at our
paddle trip and paddled with us in their own handmade dugout
canoes. And a professor from the University of Idaho helped us
write this article so we could share our story with you. All of
this work was made possible by the financial support of the Nez
Perce Tribe Local Education Program Fund and the Latah County
Community Foundation. Thank you all for helping us!
Another key element of the EL Education model is Celebration
of Learning, or a public event where we share our discoveries and
hard work with our community. As our Celebration of Learning,
we organized a paddle and camping trip to take our canoe on
its first journey. On June 2-3, 2018 we paddled our canoe on
the Snake River, together with traditional canoe families from
throughout the Pacific Northwest region. At this event, two
members of the regional indigenous canoe family led us in a
naming ceremony to give Blooming Culture her name.
As fourth-grade students, we gained respect, understanding
and curiosity about indigenous history and culture. When our
teacher asked us about the most important things we learned in
this project, one student said, “I discovered that the confluence of
cultures was really a clash of cultures, like Gary said. We didn’t
really flow together. The settlers pushed the Nez Perce off their
land and forced them to leave. I now know that my house is
really on Nez Perce land.” Another student stated, “I learned
about the past, how hard it was, and how we still ended up in
peace. I learned that we can have peace even when it is hard.”

Another student said, “Our project matters because we went back
in history and talked about what actually did happen and what
should have happened.”
Our teacher also asked us about our hopes for the future
confluence of cultures in Idaho. One student replied, “I hope that
more people will care about the past. If kids keep learning about
our history, I think we can keep honoring the people who did
amazing things for us. It’s incredible how hard so many people
fought to keep their tribes together when we moved onto their
land. We all need to remember this.” Another student answered,
“I hope that this canoe keeps reminding us of the past and
remembering the amazing people of the past, and the amazing
people of now. We need to remember what it was like in the past
and what people went through, and I think this canoe is a good
reminder!”
Acknowledgements
The PPCS fourth-grade crew would like to thank the many
individuals for supporting us academically and personally
throughout this project. We could not have done it without you!

“A canoe is a sacred piece of art and hard work that many Native Americans had lost and now
are bringing back. Canoes are culture that needs to be preserved.” 	
—Fourth-grade student
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Perspectives on Teaching Science

What is the Place of
Science in Art and
English Education?
by Jim Martin
CLEARING Special Contributor

S

chool districts have, over the past four decades, reduced
their arts offerings in order to meet increased demands for
time devoted to science, mathematics, social studies, and
English language arts. As a consequence, time devoted to the Arts
has diminished to the point that people and organizations in the
community have volunteered to deliver arts-centered projects and
programs in the schools. I’m one of those; I have been volunteering
in the Poets in the Schools program where I live in Clark County,
WA. with a second grade teacher for two years.
After my first year in the poetry program, I experienced
first-hand how the support teachers receive from the state hasn’t
improved over the years since I left the classroom, while the
demands the state places on them has increased. While I won’t
be able to resolve the issue by myself, I can use what I know and
understand about science, the arts, and teaching to suggest some
things that might integrate the Arts in today’s schools.
What does writing poetry have to do with art in schools, and teaching
science?
One project I volunteered in last year was a poetry project
designed and delivered by Ms. Jenny Mowery, the Hough
Elementary School librarian. Ms. Mowery’s poetry project is
delivered to all K-5 classes, one period at a time, and involves
teaching a poetry genre like haiku or limerick to a class, then
having them use that genre to write a poem about a person or
historical era they had studied in her library. When the poems
are ready to deliver, students find an image of a person they read
about when they researched their topic, and transfer that image to
an app, Chatterpix, which can be manipulated to have the image
speak the poem. When they are satisfied with their app, they all sit
on a carpet in front of the screen, and individual students present
their Chatterpix poems for all to see and hear. No matter how
students felt about writing poetry at the beginning of the project,
they would become enthusiastic as they made progress writing
their poem.
What does this have to do with science and art? Well, I was
very impressed with the way Ms. Mowerey presented this project
to kindergartners. Most weren’t ready, at the time of year they did
the project, to write a poem. So, she had them decide what they
would write about, then write a four-line, one word per line, poem
on that. This worked very well, and I decided to think about how it
could be amplified to reach more than one grade level, and even to
develop into an interdisciplinary vehicle for other learnings.
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I really liked this, and saw immediately that the
kindergartners could draw a picture representing the concept
or feeling each one-word line elicited, then put the pictures and
words together in a way that made sense. What about older
students? Could they do the same thing, but with more and more
words, the older they were? This, I thought, had possibilities.
So, how would this look? Here’s how a simple school
garden project might take shape. Let’s say we’re working
with 7th graders in a middle school science class. And, we’ll
have to pretend that there is a 7th grade English teacher who
is interested in doing a collaboration with us. (It’s not easy for
teachers in the US to do collaborative projects because they have
many time demands, and very little free time. In many OECD
countries, teachers are in the classroom for about half the day,
and do classroom preparation, parental communication, and
collaborative planning during the other part of the day.)
What is a possible place for science in Art and English?
My plan for this 7th grade science class is to develop a school
garden plan from details we discover about soil presence and
quality on the school grounds. After we know more about the
school’s soils, we will choose an area and build a plan for our
garden. Hopefully, our principal will approve our plan, and we
can go to work. (Yes, the principal does already know about
this!) The idea here is to provide students with an opportunity
to meet a standard which expects them to engage effectively in
a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade-level topics, texts,
and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own
clearly. Eventually, the class locates a spot, receives approval for
their garden plan (The principal gave her okay after students
presented their plan), and planting begins. And so, where is the
English teacher?
She might be expected to be involved in writing the
proposal to the principal, but she wasn’t. From the start, she had
them write notes about what they did each day. Then, every
Wednesday, they spent part of the English period using their
notes to develop a story about some aspect of the garden. They
were encouraged to write about the part of the project that was
most interesting to them. Some wrote about who lives in the
garden’s soil; what they found there, dangers they had to avoid,
how they helped the plants we see above the soil. Others wrote
about insects they found; their adventures, their hard work
pollinating so many flowers, etc. As the work, and the notes
progressed, the English teacher asked the students to begin
morphing their stories into tales. This writing project continued
after the garden project had evolved into routine maintenance,
harvest, and observations. At this time, we had done lots of good
science based on the garden, and would
continue that.
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Jim Martin is a retired but still very active
science educator who writes a regular blog
on science and learning for CLEARING.
You can find past entries at www.
clearingmagazine.org.
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E.E. Resource Guide
A selection of environmental education
materials, resources and opportunities
that you should know about

Natural Curiosity 2nd Edition:
Outdoor School in Oregon

Outdoor School in Oregon
By David Keyes, Ph.D.
November 2017

By David Keyes, Ph.D.
November 2017

Phenology Walk and Trail Guide
The Phenology Walk and Trail Guide,
developed by the USA National Phenology
Network provides you with a step-by-step
guide to creating a long-term Nature’s
Notebook Citizen and Professional Science
Project, and resources for engaging your
community in observing the seasonal and
long term changes in plant and animal
life cycle events. This resource include
instructions on how to set up a monitoring location and how to partner with other
organizations in your community working on similar programs. It also include
program planning resources and evaluation
recommendations. As a supplement, the
USA National Phenology Network offers a
10-week, 50 hour, online Local Phenology
Leader Certification Program.
USA National Phenology Network:
naturesnotebook.org

Outdoor School in Oregon:
A Report by the Gray Family Foundation
As mentioned earlier in this publication,
in 2016 Oregon voters passed Measure 99,
which designates lottery funds to support
outdoor school for every 5th and 6th grade
student in the state.
This report, compiled by David Keyes,
Ph.D., looks at the status of outdoor school
in the state of Oregon, and provides a
baseline assessment of outdoor school
programs.
Through a survey of 1135 schools that
servce fifth or sixth graders as well as 20 indepth interviews with teachers, principals,
and others, this report offers an overview
of the past, present, and future of Outdoor
School in Oregon.
Download the report from the Outdoor
School for Everyone website at grayff.org/
outdoor-school-for-everyone/

A Resource for Educators: The
Importance of Indigenous Perspective
in Children’s Environmental Inquiry
The second edition of Natural Curiosity supports a stronger basic awareness of
Indigenous perspectives and their importance to environmental education. The
driving motivation for a second edition was
the burning need, in the wake of strong
and unequivocal recommendations by the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission, to
situate Indigenous perspectives into the
heart of Canadian educational settings and
curricula, most notably in connection with
environmental issues.
The Indigenous lens in this edition represents a cross-cultural encounter supporting what can become an ongoing dialogue
and evolution of practice in environmental
inquiry. Some important questions are
raised that challenge us to think in very different ways about things as fundamental as
the meaning of knowledge.
The print edition sells for $50. The online version (PDF) is $35.
http://naturalcuriosity.ca/aboutus.php?m=b

Grades K-8
Sagebrush Ecosystem
An educational program has been developed by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service in collaboration with Engaging
Every Student and other partners to help teachers inspire
students to think critically about sagebrush ecosystems. Help
us touch the hearts and minds of tens of thousands of young
people over the next decade!
With resources including lesson plans aligned to standards for grades 4-12, Sagebrush Ecosystem trunks developed by Audubon Rockies, short
videos, an educational poster, and expert partners available for classroom visits and/or
field work, we seek to connect with the next generation of land stewards.
For additional sagebrush ecosystem education resources, please visit the Engaging Every
Student blog at http://www.engagingeverystudent.com/blog/. You’ll be able to find free
sagebrush ecosystem lesson plans, posters, videos, books and more.
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Think Earth

This grade specific curriculum ranges
from preschool to 8th grade and focuses on
conservation of natural resources, waste
reduction and minimizing pollution. This
student based curriculum offers: comprehensive content, covering water, air, and
land; field-tested and revised instruction
and materials; quick and easy to teach;
student assessments; and standards-based
lessons. Think Earth provides award winning lessons that have been around since
the 1990s and has been used by tens of
thousands of teachers worldwide.
http://thinkearth.org
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EE Resources
Grades 6-8

Grades 7-12

The Freeing the Elwha Curriculum is an
inquiry and standards
based, integrated
curriculum designed
to guide middle
school students in
understanding the
natural and manmade
processes involved in river restoration. The
removal of two dams from the Elwha River
began September 2011, and is the biggest
dam removal project in the world.
The curriculum’s science component
leads students from how weather affects
water flow, through the habitat needs of
salmon and the process of dam removal, to
the state of the world’s fisheries. The social
studies component moves from the settlement of the Elwha and its surroundings,
through issues involved in dam removal,
ending with the importance of salmon to
the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe.
Math, language arts, and assessments
fall naturally within the science and social
studies units. A Creative Response section gives students a chance to express
themselves artistically. The curriculum is
flexible and educators can adapt the lessons
depending on grade level requirements.

Stanford University offers this online
Climate Change Curriculum for both
middle and high school. This curriculum
integrates concepts from the earth, life, and
physical sciences as well as current data on
climate systems to help students understand the phenomena of climate change,
the justification for these phenomena, and
why these phenomena are both scientifically and socially important.

Freeing the Elwha Curriculum

The Freeing the Elwha Curriculum is
available online at http://www.nps.
gov/olym/forteachers/classrooms/
curriculummaterials.htm or you can request
a full CD by contacting the Education
Specialist at 360-565-3146.

Grades 6-8 and 9-12
EarthEcho International’s
Educator Resource
EarthEcho International’s Educator
Resources include free videos, lesson
plans, and other materials intended
to support classroom learning for
grades 6-8 and 9-12. Their tools assist
educators in teaching students to explore
and protect local natural resources. Many
of the resources offered by EarthEcho are
designed to satisfy Common Core and Next
Generation Science Standards.
http://earthecho.org/educator-resources
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Climate Change Curriculum

https://pangea.stanford.edu/programs/
outreach/climatechange/curriculum

Winged Warnings

Grades 3-4
Explore the Forest: Student
Workbook (Grades 3-4)
The Oregon Forest Resources Institute (OFRI) created this 24-page, fullcolor publication especially for thirdand fourth-grade students. It provides
a grade-appropriate overview of Oregon forests, including forest ecology,
tree biology, forest management and
forest careers. It explores how we as a
society need to balance the economic,
ecological and social values of forests.
Illustrations, puzzles and activities
engage student interest.

A new series that explores our
changing natural environment through
birds—from eagles and ospreys to
songbirds. Reporters traveled all around
the world to study birds in their habitats
to discover how they are being harmed by
climate change, among other threats.
http://www.environmentalhealthnews.
org/ehs/news/2014/aug/
wingedwarnings1summary

Go to https://learnforests.org/resource_
article/explore-the-forest

Community Climate Change Education: A
Mosaic of Approaches
A downloadable eBook for practitioners and innovators featuring twenty-six stories from the field, shared by
the EECapacity and NAAEE Community Climate Change
Fellows.
Edited by Marna Hauk (Prescott University)
Features information and resources on over a dozen
approaches to community climate change education, from public art, resilience gardening, and climate justice, to social innovation, marine science, and youth programming. Includes 50+ vignettes about the process of building successful community
climate change projects and sustaining community educators and organizers for the
long haul. many photographs of action on the ground.
Download at https://naaee.org/eepro/resources/community-climate-change-education
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We Are All
Connected
“We Are
All Connected”
is a series that
explores how we
all live together in
a shared balance
upon Mother
Earth. Each book
explores a specific
ecosystem with a focus on one animal and
its adaptations for survival within that
ecosystem. Indigenous interviewees, each
living within the same area, have responded to strategic questions as to how their
community interacts with the land, their
traditional territory. Explore each text with
a sense of inquiry in mind.
Each title covers:
—Traditional storytelling and artwork
begin each title from the focus Indigenous
territory.
—Science: Biodiversity, classification,
life cycles, food chains, food webs and
connections between living and non-living
things are just some of the science concepts
included in each book.
—Social Studies: Contemporary and
historical Indigenous cultural knowledge
flows throughout each book. Local land
forms, gatherings, harvesting practices and
government are some of the social studies
concepts included in each book.
To learn more, visit the Strong Nations
website at https://www.strongnations.com/

classroom settings or with non-formal
groups, such as scouts and students enrolled in afterschool programs.
Learn more and download at https://www.
plt.org/news/teaching-with-itree/.

Knowing Home: Braiding
Indigenous Science with Western
Science
Knowing Home attempts to describe
the creative vision of Indigenous scientific
knowledge and technology that is derived
from an ecology of a home place. The traditional wisdom component of Indigenous
Science—the values and ways of decisionmaking—assists humans in their relationship with each other, the land and water,
and all of creation. Knowing Home weaves
Indigenous perspectives, worldviews, and
wisdom practices into the science curriculum. It provides a window into the scientific
knowledge and technological innovations
of the Indigenous peoples of Northwestern North America, providing numerous
examples and cases for developing science
lessons and curricula. Knowing Home
shows how Indigenous perspectives have
the potential to give insight and guidance
as we attempt to solve the complex environmental problems of the 21st century.

FREE
DOWNLOAD:
Climate Choices
EIF in the
Classroom
Middle School
Teacher Guide
Environmental
Issues Forums (EIF) is an NAAEE initiative
designed to promote meaningful, productive
deliberation about difficult issues that affect
the environment and communities. This
middle school level teacher’s guide provides an introduction to the EIF issue guide
Climate Choices: How Should We Meet the
Challenges of a Warming Planet? Using
Climate Choices offers an opportunity for
teachers and students to use a deliberative
process to consider our climate choices. This
resource provides background information
on deliberation, how to use Climate Choices
in the classroom, and material to help teachers moderate a forum with students. It also
includes resources on teaching about climate
change issues.
Download at https://naaee.org/eepro/
resources/climate-choices-eif-classroommiddle-0

Knowing Home is available online or you
can order a hard copy through the UVic
Bookstore.
PDF versions are available at: https://dspace.
library.uvic.ca:8443/handle/1828/7821

New “Teaching
with i-Tree”
Curriculum
from PLT

BEETLES Institute in Oregon
BEETLES (Better Environmental
Education, Teaching, Learning, and
Expertise Sharing) Institute will bring
together leaders of outdoor school programs from across Oregon for a week of
professional learning, expertise sharing,
community building, discussions, and
thoughtful reflection.
This Institute is a rich experience,
and a unique opportunity to meet with
other leaders and discuss ideas for how
to make your program the best it can
be. More information and applications
are coming soon: http://onrep.forestry.
oregonstate.edu/workshops

Project Learning Tree (PLT), in
collaboration with
the U.S. Forest
Service, has produced Teaching with i-Tree
a curriculum designed to engage middle
and high school students in STEM (science,
technology, engineering, and math) as they
calculate the economic and environmental
benefits of trees. Students input data they
collect into a free online tool to calculate the
dollar value of the benefits provided by a
tree, or a set of trees.
The activities can be used in formal
CLEARING Fall 2018

Grades 6-8

The workshop will be held March
3rd - 8th, 2019.
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EE Resources
BOOK REVIEW

Surrounded by Science
If you’ve been following CLEARING
for any time, you will know that Jim
Martin has been writing a regular series
on finding science curriculum in the
world around them. This downloadable
collection of lesson plans and curriculum
guides from the National Environmental
Education Foundation (NEEF) is designed
to help educators introduce students to
some of the many ways they can discover
more of the science going on around them,
both within the classroom and in the field.
https://www.neefusa.org/resource/
surrounded-science-educator-toolkit

My Public Lands
America’s Wild and Scenic Rivers,
the latest teaching guide in the
Classroom Investigation Series, helps
teachers introduce students to the 50th
anniversary of the National Trails System
Act. As they take part in the guide’s three
activities, students find wild and scenic
rivers, explore the history of the passage
of the act, and develop their own riverinspired poetry. #FindYourWay
Download yours today: on.doi.
gov/2ohBltm.
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Enlivening Students
Review of Sarah Anderson’s, Bringing
Schools to Life: Place-Based Education across
the Curriculum (Lanham, Massachusetts:
Rowman & Littlefield, 2017)
by Gregory A. Smith

F

or the past two decades, books
and articles written by place- and
community-based advocates have been
largely focused on defining and justifying
an alternative approach to teaching and
learning grounded in local knowledge and
issues with the aim of inducting children
into a sense of community participation and
responsibility. This literature was largely
exhortatory rather than prescriptive. It
did not often provide interested teachers
with detailed guidelines about how to
move from a broad vision to the challenge
of creating and enacting curriculum and
instruction not limited by either textbooks
or even classrooms. These advocates
asked teachers to be courageous and
take risks, trusting in their capacity to
experiment and learn from their failures
and successes. And many teachers across
the United States and elsewhere became
early adopters of this approach, willing to
embrace those challenges and risks. As
place- and community-based education
enters its third decade, however, something
more is needed to make its implementation
appealing and understandable to a broader
group of educators. Sarah Anderson’s
Bringing Schools to Life: Place-Based Education
across the Curriculum (2017) provides exactly
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the kind of guidance required to accomplish
this end.
Anderson is a former student of David
Sobel, one of the early advocates of this
approach. For the past dozen years she
has embraced what she learned while
studying with him first as a middleschool teacher and now as the fieldwork
coordinator at the Cottonwood School of
Civics and Science in Portland, Oregon.
Anderson’s work is especially powerful
because of her concern about citizenship
education and democratic practice.
Place-based educators often focus
primarily on providing students with
immersive experiences in nature without
necessarily engaging them in the cultural
understandings, conflicts, problemsolving, and negotiation that accompany
life in civil society. This is not to diminish
the importance of those immersive
experiences—which can be central to the
development of a strong environmental
ethic—but in themselves not enough to
give young people the confidence or savvy
required to become engaged community
actors. Anderson’s work exemplifies
how this can happen and how schools
and communities can truly “get better
together.”1
Her volume provides multiple
examples of lessons and units she or the
teachers she works with have developed
and taught. Chapters describe ways that
students can use maps to learn about
their place, contribute to its human and
environmental health through community
science, learn directly about local history,
partner with nearby agencies and
organizations, explore the way different
subject areas can be integrated to deepen
knowledge and understanding, and
develop a sense of connection with and
empathy for one another and people
beyond the school. The three chapters
about mapping, citizen science, and local
history provide detailed descriptions of
units interested but uncertain teachers
could profit from as they begin to
incorporate local possibilities into their
own work with students; they will be the
focus of the remainder of this review.
Maps offer not only a good way to
introduce children to their own place
but to think about “What is where, why
CLEARING Fall 2018

there, why care?”2 They naturally lead
students to observe, collect data, and
make inferences. At the Cottonwood
School maps are integrated into the
learning experiences of children at all
grade levels. Early in the school year as
a welcoming activity, everyone is invited
to create and share personal maps of
things special to them in their bedroom,
home, neighborhood, or someplace away
from home. Kindergarteners through
second graders then create maps of their
classroom and playground, sometimes
using blocks and unix cubes to illustrate
a space. Third graders map the school
focusing on specific features such as
sound. Fourth through sixth graders
create maps to scale of neighborhood
features such as parks and then compare
and contrast in writing the data presented
in their maps. Sixth graders map nearby
features of their own choosing. They
walk through the South Waterfront
neighborhood and record the location of
things like K9 restrooms (fire hydrants),
bike racks, and food carts. They
then create a formal illustrated map
with compass roses and borders (and
sometimes sea serpents in the Willamette
River) to represent what they have found.
Seventh and eighth graders go further
afield and focus on the city and state.
Given a map of the city’s boundaries
and different districts, they identify
major bodies of water, traffic routes, and
one personally significant place in each
district. This leads into a more extensive
exercise in which they choose one data set
to map. Possibilities include population,
temperature levels during a heat wave, city
parks, or the location of Starbucks coffee
shops. They are encouraged to think
about who has access to which resources
by comparing demographic maps that
focus on race and ethnicity. Maps offer a
way to synthesize disparate but related
information as well as integrate a variety
of subject matter.
The school’s incorporation of
community science offers similar
opportunities to link lessons to students’
lives and create learning experiences
that allow for observation, analysis, and
CLEARING Fall 2018

curricular integration. Community science
involves identifying local phenomena or
issues worthy of study and action and
linking these topics to the Next Generation
Science Standards. One year, seventh- and
eighth-graders identified the problem
of animal waste in the neighborhood
as an issue they wanted to explore and
investigate. As they ventured beyond the
school for a variety of learning activities,
they found nearby sidewalks both
hazardous and smelly. They decided to do
something about it. Their teacher divided
the class into teams who performed
different tasks: one counted all of the
pet waste in a six-block radius, another
researched the environmental toxins found
in dog poop, a third team investigated
Portland laws regarding the regulation of
pet waste, and a fourth researched similar
laws in other cities. Once students had all
of this information in hand, they analyzed
what they had found and brainstormed
possible solutions. They then wrote letters
to public officials recommending that the
city provide more public education about
this problem and enact bigger fines for
people who violated laws already on the
books. Their letters resulted in a meeting
with officials in city hall, and their ideas
were incorporated into a “petiquette”
campaign that the city had already begun
planning. Extended units like these offers
students a chance to systematically explore
a topic, do so in ways that allow them to
see its relevance to their own lives, and
then make a contribution to the broader
community. Such experiences match
the call by framers of the NGSS to apply
scientific concepts and practices to real life
circumstances.
One of Anderson’s talents lies in
her capacity to find ways to make the
study of history local, as well. The
third grade curriculum, for example,
includes a focus on Native Americans.
As part of that study, students visited the
Oregon Historical Society, Portland State
University’s Department of Archeology,
and a traditional Chinook longhouse at
Ridgefield, a National Wildlife Refuge
in Washington State less than an hour
from the city. Returning to the school,
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they transformed their classroom into a
longhouse with a “fire pit” in the middle
of the room. They also participated in
PSU’s Archeology Roadshow where after
having learned about the characteristics
of meaningful exhibits at the Oregon
Museum of Science Industry, they created
a longhouse model and became the only
K-12 students to share their work at an
event otherwise populated with much
older presenters. The opportunity to be
involved with people beyond the school at
PSU or City Hall demonstrates to children
that they are as much citizens as anyone
else in their community, lending them
both a level of confidence and a sense of
responsibility too absent in the education
of this country’s future adults.
Learning experiences like these
are deeply engaging for students.
Furthermore, they demonstrate to
community members the capacity of
children to make genuine contributions
to their common life. Anderson’s book
offers a useful and inspiring roadmap for
other educators interested in realizing
this vision of place-based education
themselves.
1
Tagline for the Rural School and Community
Trust, an organization that grew out of the
Annenberg Rural Challenge, the first national
effort in the 1990s aimed at disseminating the
possibilities of place-based education.
2
In Brian Baskerville’s 2013 article,
“Becoming Geographers: An Interview about
Geography with Geographer Dr. Charles
Gritzner (http://geography.about.com/od/
historyofgeographty/fl/Becoming-Geographers.
htm).

Gregory Smith is a professor emeritus of
the Graduate School of Education and
Counseling at Lewis & Clark College in
Portland, Oregon. He has written numerous
articles and books about environmental and
place- and community-based education. He
is a fellow of the National Education Policy
Center at UC-Boulder, a member of the
education advisory committee of the Teton
Science Schools, and a board member of the
Cottonwood School of Civics and Science.
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We would like to thank the many organizations and individuals who have supported
the publication of CLEARING over the years.
They have helped to create a community of educators throughout the Pacific Northwest
who share their passion, creativity, and knowledge through the pages of this journal.

Share this issue with a friend or colleague!

See more articles and back issues on our website!
www.clearingmagazine.org
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